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Abstract

Plasticity of body-centered cubic (bcc) metals is atypical at low temperatures, caused by the important
lattice friction of 1/2〈111〉 screw dislocations. In this paper, we present a yield criterion that can be used to
predict yield stress and active slip systems in all bcc transition metals for any applied stress. The criterion is
fully parametrized on ab initio calculations of 1/2〈111〉 screw dislocation glide properties, and is applied in
the case of uniaxial loading to compare with tension and compression experiments at low temperature. The
criterion describes most of the different plastic behaviours observed experimentally in different metals, i.e.
the dependence of the yield stress and active slip system on the orientation of the loading axis, as well as
the tension/compression asymmetry. We find that plastic yield generally occurs at lower stresses in tension
than in compression but for some metals, in particular niobium, there are large regions of the stereographic
projection where compression is easier.
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1. Introduction

Contrary to face-centered cubic metals, plasticity
in body-centered cubic (bcc) transition metals does
not follow the Schmid law [1, 2]. Non-Schmid effects
include a generally lower yield stress for samples
subjected to tensile rather than compressive load-
ing, and a plastic anisotropy due to the asymme-
try of the bcc lattice, the so-called twinning/anti-
twinning (T/AT) asymmetry. Non-Schmid effects
are most pronounced at low temperature in high
purity samples [1, 3–6]. In this temperature range,
plasticity of bcc metals is driven by the glide of
1/2〈111〉 screw dislocations due to their high fric-
tion with the lattice compared to other line orien-
tations [1, 7, 8]. These screw dislocations mainly
glide in {110} planes at low temperature [9], but
glide is also observed in {112} and {123} planes at
higher temperature [9, 10]. The T/AT asymmetry
has been observed experimentally for all bcc metals
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except Fe [6, 10–14]. The other major experimen-
tal deviation from the predictions of the Schmid
law is the dependence of the yield stress on the sign
of the applied stress, a feature known as the ten-
sion/compression (T/C) asymmetry [1, 4].

The experimentally observed features of the plas-
tic behaviour of bcc metals have been linked to the
core properties and motion of 1/2〈111〉 screw dislo-
cations using atomistic ab initio calculations. Dez-
erald et al. [15] showed that the T/AT asymme-
try originates from deviations of the screw disloca-
tion trajectory between Peierls valleys away from
the {110} average glide plane. Kraych et al. [16]
demonstrated that the relaxation volume tensor ac-
counting for dislocation core dilatation and shear
[17–19] varies along the trajectory, thus generating
a coupling with non-glide components of the ap-
plied stress.

All physical ingredients necessary to account for
the complexity and variety of non-Schmid effects,
i.e. dislocation core trajectory and relaxation vol-
ume tensor, can be evaluated using ab initio calcu-
lations. Knowing these parameters, one can predict
the elastic limit for any bcc metal subjected to any



mechanical loading, at zero temperature, assuming
glide of 1/2〈111〉 screw dislocations exclusively in
{110} planes. The purpose of this article is to build
such an ab initio yield criterion for all bcc transition
metals (V, Cr, Fe, Nb, Mo, Ta, W) and to compare
it to available experimental data coming from ten-
sile and compressive tests at low temperature. Such
a detailed comparison will allow to evaluate how
dislocation core properties extracted from ab ini-
tio calculations can account for non-Schmid effects
but also for variations seen experimentally between
different metals.

The modeling approach has already been applied
to tungsten (W) [16, 20] and chromium (Cr) [21].
These results are included here for completeness
and to allow for a detailed discussion on the dif-
ferences between metals.

2. Computational details and methods

2.1. Ab initio calculations

Calculations reported in this work were all per-
formed within the density functional theory (DFT)
with the Vasp code [22]. Projector augmented wave
pseudopotentials were used to model all bcc transi-
tion metals, including semi-core electrons, and the
exchange-correlation potential was approximated
using the GGA-PBE functional [23]. A plane-wave
basis with a cutoff energy of 600 eV was used, with
a k-point mesh centered on Γ with 24 points per in-
verse lattice parameter. Atomic relaxations were
performed in simulation cells with fixed period-
icity vectors until resulting forces were less than
5 meV/Å in every Cartesian direction on all atoms.

For chromium and iron, magnetism must be
included [24, 25] as their 0 K ground-states are
antiferromagnetic1 (AF) and ferromagnetic (FM)
respectively. For this purpose, magnetism was
treated as collinear within spin-polarized DFT.

Minimum energy paths (MEP) between stable
configurations were found using the nudged elas-
tic band (NEB) method as implemented in Vasp in
simulation cells with fixed periodicity vectors, using
5 intermediate configurations and a spring constant
of 5 eV/Å. We checked in tantalum the convergence
of the properties which are the focus of this work,

1The true experimental ground state of Cr is a spin den-
sity wave in [100] direction with local AF order, but previ-
ous DFT studies [24] have shown that this complex magnetic
phase is well approximated by the AF phase.

i.e. the screw dislocation trajectory and variations
of the relaxation volume, with respect to the num-
ber of intermediate images used in the NEB calcu-
lation. We ran in Ta calculations considering 5 and
11 images and found only a marginal variation of
the computed properties, namely a 2% variation of
the Peierls stress τP , 3% variation on the deviation
angle α∗, and a maximum variation of 10% upon all
components of the variation of the relaxation vol-
ume ∆Ωij , with the results presented in Appendix
B. Hence all NEB calculations presented here were
done with 5 intermediate images.

2.2. Dislocation setup

1/2〈111〉 screw dislocations are modeled with a
dislocation dipole and fully periodic boundary con-
ditions, using an almost quadrupolar arrangement
[26, 27]. The simulation cell has periodicity vectors
~p1 = 5/2 [1̄21̄]+9/2 [1̄01], ~p2 = 5/2 [1̄21̄]−9/2 [1̄01],
and ~p3 = 1/2[111], containing 135 atoms per unit

b along the line direction ~Z ‖ ~p3. The glide direc-

tion ~X is oriented parallel to [1̄21̄], and the glide

plane normal is ~Y ‖ [1̄01]. A dislocation dipole of

Burgers vector ~b = 1/2[111] is introduced in the
simulation cell following anisotropic elasticity the-
ory. Both dislocations of the dipole are displaced
in opposite direction during the NEB calculations.

The dislocation setup is the same as in Refs.
[20, 21]. The quadrupolar position, where both dis-
locations are separated by a vector (~p1 + ~p2)/2, is
chosen in the middle of the NEB path between the
initial and final dislocation positions, thus close to
the saddle point (see Fig. 1 in Ref. [21]). The plas-
tic strain induced by the dipole in this quadrupolar
position is cancelled by applying the correspond-
ing homogeneous strain to the periodicity vectors
of the simulation cell. With this choice, the initial
and final configurations are exactly equivalent and
have the same elastic energy. This leads to a sym-
metrical MEP with respect to the saddle point, as
expected from symmetries of the bcc lattice.

Using the stress variations generated when both
dislocations move in opposite directions in a fixed
periodicity cell, one can extract the dislocation tra-
jectory and variation of the relaxation volume ten-
sor [16]. The stress variations ∆σ are expressed as:

∆σij(ξ) =
Cijkl

hS
[bk∆Al(ξ)− 2h∆Ωkl(ξ)] , (1)

where ξ is the reaction coordinate along the NEB
path, C the elastic constant tensor, ~b = a0

√
3/2~ez
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the Burgers vector, S the projected surface of the
simulation cell in the {111} plane, h the correspond-

ing cell height along the [111] direction, and ∆Ω the
variation of the dislocation relaxation volume ten-
sor. ∆ ~A is the variation of the dipole cut vector.
If the trajectory of the +~b dislocation is defined
by the displacement vector ~r(ξ) = (x(ξ), y(ξ), 0)

with x(0) = 0 and y(0) = 0, then ∆ ~A(ξ) =
2b (y(ξ), −x(ξ), 0). Knowing from ab initio NEB
calculation the stress variation along the MEP, one
thus obtains the dislocation trajectory and varia-
tion of the relaxation volume along the path.

The dislocation trajectory and relaxation volume
extracted from Eq. 1 are very sensitive to the val-
ues of the elastic constants. Using the elastic con-
stants of the perfect crystal, the symmetry of the
trajectory and relaxation volume are not fully re-
spected: the initial x(0) and final x(1) positions of
the dislocations do not fall exactly at the bottom
of a Peierls valley, i.e. the easy core configuration,
and some components of the relaxation volume are
not symmetrical with respect to the middle of the
path. As presented in Appendix A, this can be
fixed by slightly adjusting the elastic constants in
order to enforce the expected symmetries. This ad-
justment appears legitimate, as the shear deforma-
tion produced by the dislocation dipole in the crys-
tal induces a change of elastic constants because of
anharmonicity. We checked the validity of this ap-
proach, by calculating for W [20], Cr [21] and Mo
the elastic constants of a dislocated cell. The elas-
tic constants slightly differ from the perfect crystal
(up to 13% for the C15 and C44 components and less
than 6% for all other constants in Cr, 18% and 15%
for C15 and C44 respectively and less than 4% for
all other components in Mo, and 6 and 7% for C15

and C44 respectively with less than 3% variation
on all other elastic constants in W). Most impor-
tantly, the difference is of the same order as with
the elastic constants obtained through the fitting
procedure to enforce symmetry of the dislocation
trajectory (Tab. A.2).

Finally, to obtain the Peierls potential VP , the en-
ergy barriers obtained from the NEB calculations
need to be corrected for the elastic energy varia-
tion caused by the change in the distance between
the dislocations of the dipole when crossing the bar-
rier. This is done using anisotropic elasticity theory
with the trajectory (x, y) of the screw dislocation
in the (111) plane extracted from the stress varia-
tion along the path and the modified elastic con-

stants presented in Tab. A.2 [28]. We checked the
correctness of this elastic correction by comparing
the height of the resulting energy barriers with ad-
ditional NEB calculations where both dislocations
were moved in the same direction so as to prevent
large variation of the elastic energy.

3. Peierls potential and core properties

3.1. Peierls potential and trajectory

(a) Peierls potential.
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(b) Trajectory in the (111) plane.
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Figure 1: (a) Peierls potential VP of the 1/2〈111〉 screw dis-
location as a function of the dislocation position x for all bcc
transition metals. Vertical lines indicate the position of the
inflexion point x∗/λP of the Peierls potential. Grey crosses
indicate the height found for the Peierls barriers when both
dislocations are moved in the same direction. (b) Trajectory
of the 1/2[111] screw dislocation gliding in a (1̄01) plane.
Symbols are ab initio data after post-processing, and solid
lines are quadratic splines.
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Table 1: Parameters of the yield criterion for 〈111〉{110} slip: Peierls stress τP (GPa), position x∗ of the inflexion point of the
Peierls potential (normalized by the distance λP between Peierls valleys), angle α∗ (◦) made by the dislocation trajectory at

this position, and derivatives ∆Ω
′∗
ij (Å) of the relaxation volume tensor with respect to the position x at the inflexion point x∗.

τP x∗/λP α∗ ∆Ω
′∗
11 ∆Ω

′∗
22 ∆Ω

′∗
33 ∆Ω

′∗
12 ∆Ω

′∗
P ∆Ω

′∗
e

V 1.03 0.093 −14.4 −0.101 −0.096 +0.222 −0.068 +0.026 +0.004
Nb 0.79 0.047 −17.4 −0.011 −0.354 +0.423 +0.343 +0.057 −0.343
Ta 0.87 0.083 −16.2 −0.288 +0.210 +0.131 −0.095 +0.053 +0.498
Cr (NM) 2.32 0.153 −13.5 +0.025 +0.050 −0.034 +0.067 +0.041 +0.025
Cr (AF) 1.98 0.099 −7.0 −0.013 +0.116 +0.041 +0.119 +0.171 +0.103
Mo 1.40 0.114 −13.9 −0.084 +0.113 −0.008 +0.078 +0.021 +0.198
W 2.36 0.129 −14.4 −0.168 +0.239 −0.042 +0.058 +0.029 +0.406
Fe 1.65 0.143 −0.5 −0.130 +0.117 −0.029 −0.042 −0.043 +0.247

The Peierls potentials VP after elastic correction
are presented in Fig. 1.a as a function of the disloca-
tion position x along the glide direction. The height
of the barriers obtained using a setup where both
dislocations of the dipole glide in the same direc-
tion, hence with negligible elastic energy variation,
are indicated by grey crosses at x = λP /2. We note
a very good agreement between both setups, high-
lighting the validity of the elastic correction. The
obtained potentials are smooth with respect to the
dislocation position and allow for the determination
of the Peierls stress τP necessary to overcome the
barrier, defined as:

τP =
1

b
max

x

∂VP
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x

(2)

The values of τP are given in Tab. 1, and com-
pare very well with previous results using different
ab initio parameters, dislocation setup and defini-
tion of the dislocation position [29]. In particular,
the same hierarchy of the Peiers stresses between
the different bcc metals is recovered. We also note
that all Peierls potentials are sharp close to the bot-
tom of the Peierls valleys (x = 0 or x = λP ) and
form cusps, in contrast with the sinusoidal shape
assumed in simple models [30].

The trajectories of the screw dislocation in the
(111) plane are presented in Fig. 1.b, displaying
the same distinctive departure from their macro-
scopic (1̄01) glide plane as previously reported by
Dezerald et al. [15, 31] using ab initio calculations.
The deviation is quantified by the angle α∗ that
the trajectory makes with the (1̄01) plane at the
inflexion point x∗ of the Peierls potential [20, 21]
(see Tab. 1). It can be directly linked to the twin-

ning/antitwinning (T/AT) asymmetry characteris-
tic of bcc metals [15]. A good agreement is again
found with previous calculations, with the same hi-
erarchy between bcc metals, except for Ta which
was reported to have a less deviated trajectory [15].
Among all bcc transition metals, Nb has the most
deviated trajectory, causing the most pronounced
T/AT asymmetry, a feature also reported experi-
mentally [12].

3.2. Variations of the relaxation volume

From the same NEB calculations as used to de-
termine the Peierls potential and dislocation trajec-
tory, the stress variations recorded along the paths
allow to extract the variations of the relaxation vol-
ume tensor of the screw dislocation core field using
Eq. 1. These variations have the following form for
a screw dislocation gliding in a {110} plane:

∆Ω =

∆Ω11 ∆Ω12 0
∆Ω12 ∆Ω22 0

0 0 ∆Ω33

 , (3)

where the components ∆Ω13 and ∆Ω23, are zero, as
previously reported for W [16, 20] and Cr [21]. The
validity of this assumption was checked for all bcc
metals following the method described by Kraych
et al. [16], based on the symmetries between two
NEB paths, from initial to final position, and from
final to initial position. The non-zero components
of the variation of the relaxation volume tensor are
presented in Fig. 2 as a function of the disloca-
tion position x for all bcc metals. Are also plotted
the trace ∆ΩP and ellipticity ∆Ωe of the relaxation
volume, defined as:

∆ΩP = Tr∆¯̄Ω = ∆Ω11 + ∆Ω22 + ∆Ω33

∆Ωe = ∆Ω22 −∆Ω11
, (4)
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Figure 2: Variations of the relaxation volume tensor ∆Ωij of the screw dislocation (sketched in the lower right pannel) as a
function of the dislocation position x in the {110} glide plane for all bcc transition metals. Squares are ab initio results and
lines are quadratic splines. The trace and ellipticity of the tensor are also plotted. Different scales are used depending on the
metal for clarity. Vertical lines indicate the position of the inflexion point x∗/λP of the Peierls potential.

where ∆ΩP reflects the coupling with an applied
pressure, and ∆Ωe is linked to the T/C asymmetry
[16, 20].

Variations of the relaxation volume show a large
variety of different behaviours among bcc metals.
No group tendency can be observed: in a same
column of the periodic tables, V, Nb, Ta on the
one hand, Cr, Mo, W on the other hand, the same
component of the relaxation volume can have dif-
ferent signs (see for instance ∆Ω12). This makes
the variations of the relaxation volume a strongly
metal-dependent property. No correlation can ei-
ther be found with elastic anisotropy characterized
by the ratio A = C44/C

′ of shear moduli. We also
note that the magnitude of the different ∆Ωij com-
ponents strongly depend on the metal, from weak
variations in Cr, Mo and Fe to the large amplitudes
obtained for all others, the consequence of which
on the predicted yield behaviour will be discussed
later.

A striking feature of the variations of the relax-
ation volume is that both its trace ∆ΩP and com-
ponent ∆Ω33 along the dislocation line are non-
negligible for some metals. The non-zero ∆Ω33

components in V, Nb, Ta and Cr imply a non-
negligible effect of an applied stress σ33 along the
dislocation line. Also, the effect of pressure, car-
ried by ∆ΩP , should be important in Cr, and small
but non-negligible in Nb, Ta and Mo. It is thus not
possible to neglect the effect of hydrostatic pressure
or of a tensile stress along the dislocation line when
describing non-Schmid effects, contrary to yield cri-
teria usually used for bcc metals [32]. This moti-
vates the use of generalized yield criteria involving
all stress components [33–35].

With all core properties extracted from ab initio
calculations, one can now write the Peierls enthalpy
∆HP (x) of the screw dislocation gliding under an
applied stress ¯̄σ as:

∆HP (x) =VP (x)− σyz b x+ σxz b y(x)

−
∑
ij

σij ∆Ωij(x), (5)

where y(x) and ∆¯̄Ω(x) are parameterizations of the
dislocation trajectory and relaxation volume along
the minimum energy path for {110} glide.

An important consequence of the relaxation vol-
ume ∆¯̄Ω on the yield properties of bcc metals is car-
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ried by its ellipticity ∆Ωe = ∆Ω22 −∆Ω11, linked
to the change in the Peierls enthalpy barrier ∆HP

experienced by the screw dislocation when its glide
plane is subjected to a normal stress [16] (Eq. 5).
With a positive ellipticity, a glide plane subjected
to a tensile stress results in a lowering of ∆HP and
thus of the yield stress. This effect was validated in
W, which has a positive ellipticity: using direct ab
initio calculations, Kraych et al. [16] showed a low-
ering of the Peierls enthalpy ∆HP when a tensile
stress was applied perpendicular to the glide plane.
This behaviour matches the T/C asymmetry gen-
erally observed in bcc metals, with easier plastic
yield in tension than in compression. Surprisingly,
Nb and V seem to deviate from this general be-
haviour with ∆Ωe negative in Nb and almost zero
in V. In particular, one expects in Nb an increase of
the Peierls enthalpy ∆HP for a glide plane in ten-
sion. We checked this prediction by performing ab
initio calculations in Nb of the dislocation Peierls
enthalpy for a non-null stress component normal to
the screw dislocation glide plane. The results are
presented in Fig. 3, where a stress σ22 is applied to
the system, resulting as predicted in a lower bar-
rier when the glide plane is in compression. Results
of the model (dashed lines) are in good agreement
with direct ab initio NEB calculations, in particular
regarding the slope of the enthalpy barriers, defin-
ing the yield stress. Consequences of this peculiar-
ity of Nb on its yield properties will be discussed in
more details when comparing to experimental data.
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Figure 3: Peierls enthalpy barrier ∆HP of a screw disloca-
tion in Nb gliding in a {110} plane subjected to a tensile or
compressive stress σ22 of magnitude 1 GPa.

4. Uniaxial mechanical loading

4.1. Generalized yield criterion

The yield stress for any mechanical loading is de-
fined as the stress state for which ∆HP (x) (Eq. 5)
ceases to have a saddle point. We illustrate in this
section the approach by considering a uniaxial me-
chanical loading, i.e. a tension or compression test,
and develop an analytical yield criterion based on
the ab initio data obtained in the previous section.
Full derivation of the model is given in more details
in previous works [16, 20, 21]. The choice to focus
on uniaxial loading is motivated by the availability
of experimental data at low temperature for all bcc
transition metals, and hence the possibility to com-
pare the results of the presented yield criterion with
experiments. However, we stress that the approach
described here can be applied to any other mechan-
ical loading. The developed yield criterion applies
only at 0 K, as it ignores thermal activation. It can
be extended to finite temperature, taking account
of the thermally activated glide of screw disloca-
tions through nucleation and propagation of kink-
pairs using a line tension model parametrized on ab
initio calculations [29, 36].

A uniaxial loading of magnitude σ along an axis
~t defined by the angle ζ between the slip direction
and ~t and the angle χ between the dislocation glide
plane and the maximum resolved shear stress plane
(MRSSP) has the following stress tensor:

σ

sin2 ζ sin2 χ 1/2 sin2 ζ sin 2χ 1/2 sin 2ζ sinχ
sin2 ζ cos2 χ 1/2 sin 2ζ cosχ

cos2 ζ


(6)

Injecting this stress tensor in Eq. 5 gives the Peierls
enthalpy barrier. The yield stress σY to overcome
this barrier is then found at an unstable position x∗

corresponding to the inflexion point of the Peierls
enthalpy barrier. In tension, the yield stress is ex-
pressed as [21]:

σT
Y (ζ, χ) =

2τP

sin (2ζ)
cos (χ− α∗)

cos (α∗)
+ β(ζ, χ)

, (7)

where τP is the Peierls stress in absence of non-
Schmid effects given by Eq. 2. α∗ is the angle be-
tween the tangent to the trajectory at the inflexion
point x∗ and the (1̄01) glide plane. β is a function
of the angles ζ and χ and depends on the deriva-
tives of the relaxation volumes with respect to the

6
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Figure 4: Predicted distribution of primary slip systems for all bcc transition metals according to the yield criterion of Eqs. 7
and 9 under uniaxial (a) tension and (b) compression. Results for Cr are presented for the non-magnetic phase. The distribution
predicted by the Schmid law in either tension or compression is shown in (c), which is the same for all bcc transition metals.

position x at x∗:

β(ζ, χ) = sin2 ζ

[
∆Ω

′∗
e

b
cos (2χ) +

2∆Ω
′∗
12

b
sin (2χ)

+
∆Ω

′∗
P

b

]
− (1− 3 cos2 ζ)

∆Ω
′∗
33

b
.

(8)
Superscripts ′ and ∗ indicate the first derivative
with respect to x and its value at x∗ respectively.
Details about the derivation of the yield criterion
in the case of a uniaxial loading are given in Ref.
[21]. Parameters of the yield criterion in tension are
listed in Tab. 1 for all bcc metals. The yield cri-
terion for compression is obtained by substituting
χ→ −χ, α→ −α and β → −β in Eq. 7, resulting
in the following expression:

σC
Y (ζ, χ) =

2τP

sin (2ζ)
cos (χ+ α∗)

cos (α∗)
− β(ζ, χ)

. (9)

In the absence of non-Schmid effects, i.e. consid-
ering both a straight dislocation trajectory (y(x) =
0) and a constant relaxation volume (∆Ωij = 0),

the yield stress in tension and compression is:

σSL
Y (ζ, χ) =

2τP
sin (2ζ) cos (χ)

=
τP

SF(ζ, χ)
, (10)

where SF(ζ, χ) = sin (2ζ) cos (χ)/2 is the Schmid
factor of the slip system. This expression results in
the Schmid law, and is equivalent to Eqs. 7 and 9
with α∗ = 0 and β(ζ, χ) = 0.

Our generalized yield criterion differs from that
first introduced by Vitek and co-authors [32, 33, 37–
41] and used in various simulation works [42, 43].
As previously discussed [16], Vitek’s criterion con-
siders a mechanical loading made of a superposition
of a shear stress τ in the MRSSP and a non-glide
stress σ normal to the dislocation line. The ob-
tained criterion is equivalent to the one obtained
here (Eqs. 7 and 9) only when the components
∆Ω33 and ∆ΩP of the relaxation volume can be
neglected [16]. As shown in previous section, such
an approximation is not valid in all bcc transition
metals, thus motivating the use of a more general
criterion incorporating all contributions.
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4.2. Variations among bcc metals
Comparing Eqs. 7 and 9, when the effect of the

relaxation volume is neglected, i.e. with β(ζ, χ) =
0, the difference between tensile and compressive
yield stresses is carried by the reversed sign of the
deviation angle α∗. This results essentially in re-
versing the ”soft” twinning sense upon changing the
sign of the applied stress σ. The complex depen-
dence of the β function on the angles ζ and χ makes
a qualitative comparison of behaviours in tension
and compression more difficult. To better visual-
ize the difference between tension and compression,
the predicted slip activity, i.e. the distribution of
primary slip system as a function of the orienta-
tion of the loading axis, is presented in Fig. 4 un-
der both mechanical loadings for all bcc transition
metals. These stereographic projections show the
slip system with the lowest yield stress according
to Eq. 7 in tension (Eq. 9 in compression) among
the twelve 1/2〈111〉{110} possible systems, similar
to previously reported using different yield criteria
[39–41].

As shown in Fig. 4.a and b, the predicted slip
activity deviates drastically from the predictions of
the Schmid law in Fig. 4.c, according to which
the same single 〈111〉{110} slip system should have
the lowest yield stress in both tension and compres-
sion in any stereographic triangle delimited by axis
〈100〉-〈110〉-〈111〉, and should show the same dis-
tribution in all bcc transition metals. When non-
Schmid effects are included, this simple distribu-
tion changes, with various coexisting primary slip
systems in a same triangle. As a consequence of
the deviation angle α∗, the minimum symmetry-
equivalent region of the stereographic space is not
just 1/48 of the whole sphere, i.e. a single trian-
gle, as obtained with the Schmid law, but 1/24 of
the sphere, i.e. two adjacent triangles, as observed
here for any metal in both tension and compression
[20, 21].

Looking at the predicted slip activity, all bcc met-
als show a similar distribution, except Fe and Nb.
Indeed, Fe is the only metal for which a marginal
deviation from the Schmid law is predicted, due to
its small deviation angle and also limited variation
of its relaxation volume. On the contrary, tensile
and compressive slip activities in Nb show major
deviations with respect to the Schmid law and also
to all other metals. Most particularly, regions of
the standard triangle are predicted to favor an un-
expected slip system in tension, [1̄11](011̄) in blue,
and in compression, [111̄](011) in grey. This is a

consequence of both a high deviation angle α∗ and
a large magnitude of ∆Ωij , with a negative elliptic-
ity. Although Ta has also a high deviation angle,
it does not appear as different from other metals
as Nb. This difference between Nb and Ta lies in
the high magnitude of the ∆Ω33 component of the
relaxation volume in Nb. Due to this component,
yield stress in Nb is sensitive to a normal stress act-
ing along the dislocation line. This coupling in Nb
is responsible for the region in the central triangle
of the stereographic projection where the [1̄11](101)
(in purple) and [111̄](011) (in grey) are predicted as
primary slip systems in tension and compression re-
spectively.

The four other metals, namely Ta, Cr, Mo and
W, display similar slip activity in both tension and
compression. The main features are the activity of
both the expected [111](1̄01) (orange) slip system
with [111](1̄10) (sky blue) in tension and [1̄11](101)
(purple) in compression over the standard stereo-
graphic triangle.

5. Comparison with experimental data

As presented in the previous sections, the yield
criterion proposed in this work, based on ab ini-
tio calculations of the screw dislocation properties,
gives a good qualitative reproduction of known fea-
tures of the yield behaviour of bcc transition met-
als under uniaxial loading, namely the T/AT asym-
metry and a different behaviour under tension and
compression. We now compare the predictions of
the model with experimental data in terms of the
variation of the yield stress and slip activity as a
function of the orientation of the loading axis.

5.1. Yield stress and slip activity

The ab initio yield stresses are presented in Fig.
5 for all bcc transition metals, with experimental
data measured at 77 K for different loading orienta-
tions taken from various references (see Tab. C.4).
To effectively compare the predictions of the yield
criterion to experiments, it is necessary to account
for the variations of the yield stress with the crys-
tal orientation as non-Schmid effects make it im-
possible to define a single experimental value. We
therefore report for each element the range of yield
stresses measured for different orientations of the
loading axis and compare them with the range pre-
dicted by the model over the whole stereographic
space. The ab initio data are reported both accord-
ing to the Schmid law and including non-Schmid
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Figure 5: Comparison between the yield stress σY predicted
by the ab initio yield criterion and experimental data taken
from various references at 77 K (see Tab. C.4 for values
and references). Experimental yield stresses range from their
minimum to maximum over the whole stereographic space
in both tension and compression. Ab initio data are plotted
both according to the Schmid law (Schmid, center bar), in
tension (T, left bar), and compression (C, right bar).

effects in tension and compression to highlight the
different ranges covered by the different predicted
yield stresses. We observe that deviations from the
Schmid law tend to narrow the width of the yield
stress distributions, with lower stresses in tension
than in compression except in Nb due to the nega-
tive ellipticity discussed above.

As already largely discussed in the literature
[31, 45, 46], depending on the metal, atomistic cal-
culations overestimate the yield stress by a factor 2
to 4 with respect to experiments. This effect is not
corrected by accounting for non-Schmid effects in
the evaluation of the yield stress, as shown in Fig.
5, which was proposed as a possible explanation for
such discrepancy in previous works [47, 48]. Sev-
eral other explanations have been proposed, among
which a contribution of the zero-point energy [46].
Despite this scaling effect, we note that the model
reproduces the hierarchy of yield stresses between
metals, except for Fe which is found experimentally
to have a narrower range of variations and, on av-
erage, a lower yield stress than all other metals, a
specificity which is not captured by our model. In
the following, yield stresses are rescaled to focus on
their relative variations with respect to the loading
axis rather than their absolute values.

We first compare the results of our model with
experimental data in terms of the dependence of
the yield stress and slip activity on the angle χ

between the {110} glide plane and the MRSSP.
Only data measured at low enough temperature are
relevant for the comparison since non-Schmid ef-
fects fade out when the temperature is increased up
to the athermal temperature of the Peierls mecha-
nism Tath, where lattice friction becomes negligible
[1, 20, 49]. Slip activity, i.e. active glide planes,
is determined experimentally through the identifi-
cation of slip traces left by dislocations on the sur-
faces of the deformed samples. The planes where
the dislocations have slipped can then be defined
by the angle ψ between the observed slip plane and
the expected (1̄01) plane.

Comparison between the yield criterion in ten-
sion (Eq. 7) and experiments is presented in Fig.
6 for a constant ζ angle, i.e. a constant angle be-
tween the tensile axis ~t and the slip direction ~b, as
a function of the angle χ. Experimental data were
measured at 4.2 K with ζ ' 47◦ for Nb [12], Mo [14]
and Fe [11]. Results for V and Ta under uniaxial
tension with ζ ' 50◦ are presented in Fig. 7 and
compared with experimental data measured at 77 K
taken from Bressers et al. [44] for V and Nawaz and
Mordike for Ta [6]. To emphasize on the sensitivity
of the results on ζ, three different angles are plotted
for the theoretical yield stresses.

The presented yield stress profiles highlight the
departure from the Schmid law, characterized by
the T/AT asymmetry and a strong competition be-
tween slip systems. According to the Schmid law,
only the [111](1̄01) system (orange) is expected over
the range of orientations contained in the standard
stereographic triangle delimited by axis [001]-[011]-
[1̄11], resulting in ψ(χ) = 0 for all χ angles. This
is the case for Fe only (Fig. 6.c), for which non-
Schmid effects have a marginal impact. In the range
of ζ angles considered here, we report a very good
agreement with experimental data for Mo and Fe
(Fig. 6.b and c) in terms of both relative varia-
tion of the yield stress and active slip systems. The
agreement for Nb is less satisfying, especially for
χ < 0, with a steep decrease of the yield stress
not reproduced by the model. This corresponds
to the region of the stereographic triangle where
anomalous slip was reported experimentally [12].
Recent TEM observations and atomistic simula-
tions have proposed that such anomalous slip in-
volves highly mobile multi-junctions between screw
dislocations [50]. This effect can therefore not be
understood from the glide properties of single dis-
locations, as considered in the present model. Re-
garding the predicted slip activity in Nb, the exper-
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Figure 6: (Middle row) Normalized yield stress σY /σ
0
Y under uniaxial tension for each 〈111〉{110} slip system as a function of

the angle χ for (a) Nb, (b) Mo, and (c) Fe along the ζ ∈ {45◦; 48◦; 51◦} lines shown in black in the stereographic triangles
of the upper row. (Lower row) Corresponding angle ψ between the observed and the expected (1̄01) slip plane. Profiles for
the three ζ-lines are shifted up and down for clarity. Experimental data in tension (open symbols) for both σY and the angle
ψ were measured for ζ ' 47◦ at 4.2 K for both Nb [12], Mo [14] and Fe [11]. Experimental σY are normalized by 600 MPa,
1 100 MPa and 740 MPa for Nb, Mo and Fe respectively, and predicted σY by 2τP (see Tab. 1), which is the lowest value
predicted by the Schmid law when the Schmid factor of the slip system is maximum (0.5).

imental [1̄11](011̄) system (blue, with ψ = −60◦) is
also predicted by the model for χ < 0. In the χ > 0
range, the authors report activity of the expected
[111](1̄01) slip system (orange, with ψ = 0), while
the model predicts slip in the [1̄11](101) system
(purple, with ψ = 90◦). In terms of the yield stress,
very few experimental yield stresses were measured
by the authors for χ > 0, not allowing for a proper
comparison with the predictions of the model.

Experimental slip activity measured for single
crystals of V [44] and Ta [6, 51, 52] under uniaxial
tension and compression at 77 K revealed wavy slip
lines for many orientations. In Fig. 7, we retained
only those orientations for which a precise slip sys-
tem was determined. A good agreement between
predictions of the model and experiments is found

for V, both in terms of yield stress and slip activity,
except for χ > 20◦ where the observed [111](1̄10)
slip system (sky blue, with ψ = +30◦) is predicted
to require a lower yield stress than observed exper-
imentally. The same applies for Ta, for which the
predicted slip activity in tension is similar to V,
showing a satisfying agreement in terms of the pre-
dicted relative variations of the yield stress. Very
few experimental points are available in terms of
slip activity in the same reference, caused by the
temperature effect discussed above. Still, the pre-
dicted [111](1̄01) slip system (orange, with ψ = 0)
for χ > 0 is also observed experimentally, and is
predicted over the entire range of χ angles, ex-
cept for χ > +15◦ where slip is predicted in the
[111](1̄10) system (sky blue, with ψ = +30◦).
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Figure 7: Normalized tensile yield stress and angle ψ along
the ζ ∈ {48◦; 51◦; 54◦} lines for (a) V and (b) Ta. Notations
are the same as in Fig. 6. Experimental tensile data (open
symbols) were measured at 77 K for ζ ' 50◦ for both V [44]
and Ta [6]. Experimental yield stresses are normalized by
500 and 510 MPa for V and Ta respectively.

5.2. Tension/compression asymmetry

We now focus on discussing the asymmetry be-
tween tension and compression, comparing again
predictions of the model with experimental data.
A tension/compression (T/C) asymmetry has been
observed experimentally in all bcc metals under
uniaxial loading, over a wide range of crystal ori-
entations [1, 4, 61]. In particular, the yield stress
of bcc metals is generally lower in tension than in
compression considering the same loading axis.

In this section, the T/C asymmetry is analyzed
as a function of the loading axis using the strength
differential (SD) introduced by Gröger et al. [38, 39]
in their simulation work on Mo and W, and which

Figure 8: Strength differential (Eq. 11) of Nb, Ta, Mo,
and W single crystals under uniaxial loading of (a) only the
[111](1̄01) slip system, and (b) all 〈111〉{110} slip systems.
Experimental data at 77 K are indicated by colored squares
(for Nb [53, 54], Ta [6, 55] and Mo [56, 57]), at 123 K by
diamonds (for Mo [58]), at 158 K by upwards triangle (for
Nb [59]), at 228 K by downwards triangles (for Nb [54]), and
at 293 K by circles (for W [60]). Levels are indicated by dark
lines every 0.1 step.

is expressed as the following:

SD =
σT − σC

(σT + σC)/2
, (11)

where σT and σC are the absolute values of the
yield stress in tension and compression respectively.
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Level plots of SD are presented in Fig. 8 for Nb, Ta,
Mo, and W. Only these four metals are presented
as experimental data at low enough temperature is
not available for other metals. Data for Nb, Mo and
Ta were mostly measured at 77 K, which is below
the athermal temperature Tath of the Peierls mech-
anism (between 300 and 400 K), and at 293 K for
W, also below Tath (around 700 K). Experimental
values for Tath are summarized in Tab. C.4. Other
experimental data comparing tensile and compres-
sive behaviours are available for Fe, Nb, Mo, Ta,
and V but were all measured at least at room tem-
perature, which is too close to Tath for these met-
als. Results for V, Cr and Fe where experimental
data are missing are given in Supplementary Mate-
rials. Results of Fig. 8 are plotted considering only
the primary expected slip system [111](1̄01) in the
left column, and all 〈111〉{110} slip systems in the
right column, in order to stress the importance of
accounting for all possible systems when describing
the T/C asymmetry.

When only the [111](1̄01) slip system is consid-
ered, all bcc metals presented in Fig. 8 show a non-
negligible range of loading orientations for which
compression activates slip more easily than tension
(i.e. SD > 0, in red). This a direct consequence of
the T/AT asymmetry of the [111](1̄01) slip system.
Upon changing the sign of the applied stress (i.e.
from σ > 0 in tension to σ < 0 in compression), the
twinning region is reversed from χ < 0 in tension,
to χ > 0 in compression. Hence, the yield stress is
lower in compression than in tension near the [011]-
[1̄11] edge of the standard stereographic triangle,
and the opposite near the [001] axis. In Mo and
Ta, a small region where compression is easier than
tension is predicted only in the part where χ > 0.
The location of this region is in qualitative agree-
ment with experiments. However, this reasoning is
too simplistic as active slip systems may differ in-
side the standard triangle when non-Schmid effects
are accounted for. For this reason, it is necessary
to take all possible 〈111〉{110} slip systems into ac-
count to have a correct representation of the T/C
asymmetry and to compare with experiments. Two
adjacent triangles are then plotted to describe the
minimum symmetry-equivalent region of the stere-
ographic projection.

When all slip systems are considered, the range of
orientations where compression is easier than ten-
sion gets narrowed for Ta and W, while a similarly
large or even wider range is observed for Nb and
Mo. For Ta, the predicted yield stress is lower in

tension than in compression for all orientations of
the loading axis, in good agreement with experi-
mental data [6, 52, 55], except near the [011]-[1̄11]
edge. In this region, the authors report a lower com-
pressive yield stress, not predicted by the model.
Ta has the most pronounced T/C asymmetry in fa-
vor of tension among the four metals in Fig. 8, a
consequence of the high positive magnitude of the
ellipticity component ∆Ωe of its relaxation volume
(see Tab. 1 and Fig. 2).

The reverse effect is observed for Nb, for which
the T/C asymmetry is predicted to be the most pro-
nounced in favor of compression. A striking feature
of this asymmetry in Nb is the lower compressive
stress found for orientations near the center of the
standard stereographic triangle, however compar-
ing poorly with experimental data in this region.
A large range of orientations close to the [1̄11] and
[001] corner orientations show a lower compressive
yield stress, comparing well with experimental data
close to [1̄11], but poorly near [001]. In this last re-
gion, corresponding to χ < 0, all authors reported
anomalous slip for samples deformed in either ten-
sion and compression, which cannot be captured by
the presented model, and have an impact on both
the slip activity and the yield stress.

6. Conclusion

Following previous theoretical developments [15,
16], the Peierls stress of the 1/2〈111〉 screw disloca-
tion and the parameters characterizing deviations
from the Schmid law have been obtained by ab ini-
tio calculations in all bcc transition metals: V, Cr,
Fe, Nb, Mo, Ta, and W. Deviation of the disloca-
tion trajectory from the average {110} slip plane
systematically leads to easier glide in the twinning
region than in the anti-twinning region. Simple in-
teratomic potentials, like EAM potentials, tend to
systematically predict high hard core energies com-
pared to the split core, resulting in large path devia-
tions and large T/AT asymmetries in all bcc metals.
By way of contrast, ab initio calculations predict a
strong metal dependence, with Fe being close to
symmetrical and Nb strongly asymmetrical. Varia-
tions of the dislocation relaxation volume, responsi-
ble for the coupling with non-glide stresses, are also
predicted to show highly diverse behaviours among
bcc metals. In particular, we found a strong cou-
pling with pressure in Cr and with a tensile stress
parallel to the dislocation line in V and Nb. Such
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effects cannot be captured by interatomic poten-
tials, whether simple EAM-type potentials or more
advanced machine learning potentials, unless the
stress variation along the Peierls potential is in-
cluded in the training set. The versatility and ac-
curacy of ab initio calculations was needed to un-
cover such fine details, which as described in this
manuscript, have nonetheless marked consequences
on the prediction of the yield stress and slip system
activity. It also shows that, contrary to a common
simplification used in the literature, all stress com-
ponents need to be considered when developing a
yield criterion for bcc metals.

Development of such a yield criterion for a uniax-
ial mechanical loading allows comparison with ex-
perimental data obtained at low temperatures dur-
ing tension and compression tests. Despite the over-
estimation of the Peierls stress inherent to atom-
istic simulations, which is not resolved by account-
ing for non-Schmid effects as previously proposed
[47], the criterion captures the relative variations
of the yield stress with the orientation of the load-
ing axis and manages to predict the active slip sys-
tems among all possible 1/2〈111〉{110} systems. It
also accounts for the tension/compression asymme-
try, predicting how the yield stress varies with the
sign of the applied stress. A good agreement is ob-
tained for all bcc metals where such observations
exist at low enough temperature, except in regions
of the stereographic projection where anomalous
slip is reported. But, as summarized by Taylor [4],
anomalous slip cannot be explained solely by glide
properties of a single dislocation and therefore re-
quires going further than a yield criterion parame-
terized only on the core properties of the 1/2〈111〉
screw dislocation. Other discrepancies between the
present criterion and experimental data may be
caused by glide of screw dislocations in planes dif-
ferent from {110}, most particularly {112} planes,
even below the athermal temperature of the Peierls
mechanism [9, 10], which is not accounted for in
this work.

Finally, it is worth pointing that the yield crite-
rion obtained at 0 K can be extended to consider
thermal activation and the glide of screw disloca-
tion through nucleation of kink-pairs, using line
tension models still parameterized on ab initio cal-
culations [29, 36]. Such a generalization in tung-
sten [20] has shown that non-Schmid effects fade out
with increasing temperature and completely disap-
pear only at the athermal temperature where screw
dislocations can glide freely without feeling the lat-

tice friction.
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Appendix A. Elastic constants adjustment

In this section, details are given about the adjust-
ment of the elastic constants performed to ensure
that the extracted dislocation positions for the ini-
tial and final configurations of the NEB path are
lying in the bottom of a Peierls valley and corre-
spond to an easy core, as observed from their dif-
ferential displacement maps. In the frame of the
simulation cell containing the 1/2〈111〉 screw dis-
location dipole, the elastic tensor has the following
form:

C =


C11 C12 C13 0 C15 0
C12 C11 C13 0 −C15 0
C13 C13 C33 0 0 0
0 0 0 C44 0 −C15

C15 −C15 0 0 C44 0
0 0 0 −C15 0 C66


We use Eq. 1 and only consider the two equations of
the system involving the dislocation position x(ξ):{
−4C44 b x(ξ) + 4C15 ∆Ω12(ξ) = S∆σ23(ξ)

4C15 b x(ξ)− 4C66 ∆Ω12(ξ) = S∆σ12(ξ)

In their final positions, dislocations have glided ac-
cross one Peierls valley, hence x(ξ = 1) = λP . As
both initial and final configurations of the NEB
path correspond to the dislocation ground state and
are equivalent, ∆Ωij(ξ = 1) = 0. One thus should
have {

−4C44 b λP = S∆σ23(ξ = 1)

4C15 b λP = S∆σ12(ξ = 1)
(A.1)
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Table A.2: Lattice parameter a0 (Å), and elastic constants Cijkl (in GPa) rotated in the frame of the 1/2〈111〉 screw dislocation
(Perfect crystal), corrected values used to extract the screw dislocation trajectory and relaxation volume (Fit), and values of
a simulation containing a dislocation dipole (Dislocated crystal). Adjusted values (C15 and C44) are indicated in italic.

a0 C11 C12 C13 C15 C33 C44 C66

V 2.998
Perfect crystal 233 163 175 20 221 47 35
Fit 233 163 175 18 221 48 35

Nb 3.308
Perfect crystal 217 151 164 17 204 42 33
Fit 217 151 164 15 204 42 33

Ta 3.322
Perfect crystal 288 154 145 -12 296 59 67
Fit 288 154 145 -9.1 296 55 67

Cr (NM) 2.847
Perfect crystal 420 164 191 38 394 155 128
Dislocated crystal 416 174 195 33 382 135 118
Fit 420 164 191 32 394 138 128

Cr (AF) 2.865
Perfect crystal 338 86 117 45 306 157 126
Fit 338 86 117 35 306 140 126

Mo 3.159
Perfect crystal 416 175 195 27 396 140 120
Dislocated crystal 413 182 197 22 381 119 115
Fit 416 175 195 21 396 122 120

W 3.186
Perfect crystal 495 207 211 5.1 492 148 144
Dislocated crystal 499 213 210 5.4 487 137 143
Fit 495 207 211 4.5 492 141 144

Fe 2.829
Perfect crystal 320 142 129 -18 333 76 89
Fit 320 142 129 -17 333 71 89

The elastic constants C44 and C15 are thus modified
to enforce this relation, using the stress differences
∆σ23(ξ = 1) and ∆σ12(ξ = 1) between the initial
and final configurations given by ab initio calcula-
tions.

The values for the rotated bcc unit-cell and the
fitted values necessary to ensure both conditions are
presented in Tab. A.2. The elastic constants of a
simulation cell containing a 1/2〈111〉 screw disloca-
tion dipole are also evaluated for W, Mo, and Cr in
the non magnetic (NM) phase, and are presented
in the Dislocated crystal row of Tab. A.2. We note
that, as already reported for W and Cr, the elastic
constants of the dislocated crystal vary by a simi-
lar amount from the bulk values as the fitted values
chosen to ensure the conditions of Eq. A.1.

Appendix B. Convergence of the parame-
ters of the yield criterion

We present in this section the influence of the
number of intermediate images used to interpolate
the NEB path for extraction of the parameters of
the yield criterion. Calculations are performed for
Ta, as the position of the inflexion point of the
Peierls enthalpy barrier x∗ is located at an extrema

of some components of ∆Ωij (see Fig. 2). The cal-
culation is performed using 5 and 11 intermediate
images, with the resulting parameters of the yield
criterion given in Tab. B.3.

Table B.3: Convergence of the parameters of the yield cri-
terion with respect to the number of intermediate images of
the NEB calculation for Ta: Peiers stress τP (GPa), inflexion
point of the Peierls enthalpy barrier x∗/λP , deviation angle
α∗ (◦), and derivatives of the variation of the relaxation vol-

ume ∆Ω
′∗
ij with respect to x at x∗.

Ta 5 Images 11 Images
τP 0.87 0.89

x∗/λP 0.083 0.076
α∗ −16.2 −15.8

∆Ω
′∗
11 −0.288 −0.319

∆Ω
′∗
22 +0.210 +0.232

∆Ω
′∗
33 +0.131 +0.146

∆Ω
′∗
12 −0.095 −0.105

Appendix C. Ab initio and experimental
yield stresses
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Table C.4: Comparison between ab initio and experimental yield stresses measured at low temperature. For ab initio data,
values in roman give the yield stress defined from the maximal slope of the Peierls potential (Eq. 2), i.e. σY = 2τP , while values
in italic indicate the minimum and maximum yield stress predicted by the model over the whole stereographic projection (Eqs.
7 and 9). The experimental athermal temperature of the Peierls mechanism Tath and the melting point Tmelt are reported in
the last two columns.

Yield stress σY (MPa) Tath (K) Tmelt (K) [62]
Ab initio Exp. Exp. Exp.

V
2 070

400 [63] (77 K)
300 [63]

2 202
350 [64] (77 K)

450 [65]
(1 880 − 3 270 ) 500 [66] (77 K)

400 [64, 67]
750 [67] (77 K)

Nb
1 580

900 [61] (4.2 K)

300 [61, 68]
2 750

(1 380 − 2 370 )

500− 900 [12] (4.2 K)

275− 375 [69]
600− 1 200 [70] (4.2 K)
270− 600 [12] (77 K)
200− 700 [70, 71] (77 K)

Ta
1 750

700 [72] (4.2 K)
400 [52, 73]

3 293
(1 500 − 2 930 )

500− 900 [5] (77 K)
400− 450 [74]

470− 560 [6] (77 K)

Cr
NM: 4 640 (4 480 − 7 520 ) 970 [75] (77 K)

420 [75] 2 133
AF: 3 960 (3 730 − 6 450 ) 780− 1 200 [76] (77 K)

Mo
2 800

1 140− 1 600 [12, 14] (4.2 K)
450 [8, 56]

2 895
(2 650 − 4 430 )

1 620 [77] (4.2 K)
400− 450 [78]440− 740 [56] (77 K)

500− 940 [14] (77 K)

W
4 730 1 600 [79] (60 K) 800 [79]

3 695
(4 330 − 7 680 ) 750− 1 500 [10, 13] (77 K) 600 [80]

Fe
3 300

720− 850 [11, 12] (4.2 K)

300 [81]
1 811

(3 180 − 5 880 )

750− 950 [81] (4.2 K)

400 [82, 83]
700 [84] (20.4 K)
450− 550 [85] (60 K)
400− 500 [11] (77 K)
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